Embedded Systems Developer (f/m)
About us ...
Adaptivia is an embedded systems and software company. We develop data acquisition and
control systems to optimize water usage and reduce environmental pollution.
What you'll do ...
You'll develop small-sized micro-controller based products. In close collaboration with an
experienced embedded systems developer you'll be in charge of developing and testing
sensor networks and long-run telemetry systems, especially in the area of water
management and irrigation control. We'll increase the task-size a little every week, until you
can work on your own features and products, and test new features together with clients in
the field, sometimes abroad and get feedback from them.
We're looking for ...
.. a talented junior embedded systems developer. You have been developing your own
pet projects based on a micro-controller and eventually a radio transceiver during uni
already. And you've built a solid foundation in C/C++. You know how to read and understand
data sheets and schematics. Our software and documentation is in English, but you'll need at
least basic German skills as well.
Reasons to work at Adaptivia ...
We're a small experienced team, working for a growing customer base, creating high-quality
products for happy customers and a better environment. We offer you the opportunity to
constantly evolve and you get the chance to co-create great and meaningful products. The
office is located in the heart of Vienna. We're very flexible and family-friendly.
Apply now!
Please, send us a short email to office@adaptivia.com and (instead of polishing your CV) tell
us about yourself, your interests and your recent or on-going projects (in German or English).
Due to Austrian law we are obliged to state the minimum gross salary according to legal
regulations and for a full time position (38,5 hours / week) this amounts to EUR 31.178,gross. Depending on experience and education higher remuneration is possible.
Contact:
ADAPTIVIA GmbH
Dr. Georg Simhandl
Franz-Josefs-Kai 51 | A-1010 Wien
office@adaptivia.com | http://adaptivia.com

